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Key Observations of June 2022 

Nifty for 2nd consecutive month saw downward momentum due to worries of US entering a recession, slowing growth and high crude oil prices. Nifty breached previous month low and 
corrected till 15183 levels but managed closed nearby 15800 levels. After a heavy selling in the month of May, 1st week of June Nifty witnessed light pullback and in the momentum it 
made high of 16793 levels, but near those levels profit booking was witnessed which dragged Nifty downward. Crude oil prices did cool of, and overall energy basket prices have cooled 
but still markets are fearing a slowdown which has pulled up the USD INR to record levels thus dampening the overall sentiments FII continues its selling streak with now being sellers for 
consecutive 9 months. After Correcting to 15183 levels nifty witnessed some bounce back from lower levels in the 3rd week of the month but still overall closed in the negative note 
with the loss of around 4.85%. Few stocks which can give good return for this calendar year would be  CLEAN LIFE SCIENCE, MAHINDRA & MAHINDRA, HDFCLIFE, AMIORG, SONACOMS, 
HAL, SBILIFE, COROMANDEL, JUBFOOD, TATACHEM, BEL, and MAZDOCK. 

 

 
  

Nifty Monthly Chart 

Nifty Outlook 

Short Term Negative 
  
Medium Term Neutral 
  
Long Term Positive 

 

Nifty Technical Data 

Monthly Closing  15780 
Monthly High  16793 
Monthly Low  15183 
Monthly Bias:    Negative 
Support Level: 15100 14500 
Resistance Level: 16400 16700 

Moving Averages 
50 DSMA  16245 
200 DSMA  17168 
200 WEEK MOVING AVG.  13212 

 

Nifty Outlook for the Month of July 2022 

Nifty started the month of June with flat note then failed to cross 16800 levels. In the 2d week of June from high levels Nifty witnessed heavy selling pressure at 

resistance levels which is around 16800 levels. Inflation reached highest levels that US has seen in last 40 years due to this factor 13th June Nifty Opened with 

Huge Gap down (16172-15886) and continuous selling pressure led index lower towards 15183 levels. Last year (2021) June month low was 15450 levels which 

also got breached this month and Nifty Hit fresh 52 week low. After that Nifty witnessed pullback rally but failed to cross important gap down area. Nifty 

witnessed Buying momentum in the 3rd week of the June and also tried to cross 15900 levels in the last week of month but failed to do so. On, the Monthly chart 

Nifty Formed a bearish candle with a lower shadow which indicates buying momentum at lower levels but closed nearby previous month's low. Month of June 

India VIX has crossed 28 levels which observed volatility but in the second half cooled off marginally and closed near 22 levels. VIX is still at elevated levels and 

thus the trend remains cautious. Now if Nifty manages to sustain above 16200 then there can be a recovery seen while If Nifty breaches 15400-15100 levels then 

correction can be steeper till 14500 levels for the month. The overall trend is cautious till any further directional momentum. We expect the Nifty to face a hurdle 

at 16200 which would be a crucial resistance level while support would be at 15100 and 14500 levels. 

From the flows side, FII for the Third consecutive month of the fresh financial year has been sellers in the Indian equity markets. FII's net outflow was Rs. 

58112.37 crores in the domestic equities market compared to the previous month where they were sellers of Rs. 54292.47 crores. While on the other hand, 

Domestic Institutional Investors (DIIs) continued their buying momentum from last march 2021. DIIs were net buyers of Rs.46599.23 crores compared to the 

previous month where they were a net buyer of Rs. 50835.54 crores.   

Sectorial snapshot, June month Nifty METAL snapped continuously and witnessed heavy sell of more than 12%. NIFTY IT, NIFTY MEDIA, and NIFTY REALTY were 

the worst-performing indices as all posted cuts of 6.19%, 7.56%, and 6.41%, respectively. While on the flip side, NIFTY AUTO was the best performing sector for 

June Month, posting a positive return of around 1%.   
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Bank Nifty Outlook for the Month of July 2022 

In the June month Bank Nifty underperformed compared to Nifty and closed in red with a loss of around 5.81%. The index hit the high of 35958 in the 

first week of the month after that witnessed selling pressure continuously and hit the low of 32290 in the mid part of the month. The Nifty PSU Bank 

index performed better than its PVT bank counterpart for the June month. Both indices closed in the negative territory with a loss of 5.47% and 7.68% 

respectively.  

On the Monthly chart, Bank Nifty has formed a Bearish candle with an upper and lower shadow which is indicating tussle between bulls and bears so 

overall witnessed volatile momentum. Last few months index is still consolidating 39500-32150 levels. Bank Nifty did not breach recent swing low of 

32150 levels which is slightly breather for the index. For the upper side, 34800 levels need to cross and sustain above the same levels.  

If Bank Nifty manages to hold above 34800 levels and consolidated above it then going forward it can see some up move. Any breach of 32200 levels the 

correction can be swift till 30500 and below 30000 levels. For the coming month, 32200 would be strong support zone while on the upside; resistance 

would be at 34800 and 35400 levels. 

Kindly Note: Bank Nifty has held its 52 week low compared to Nifty and has shown strength in comparison to Nifty. It is always advisable to stay with the 

leaders of the banking sector and avoid small size banking stocks at least at the current juncture. Investors can accumulate quality value picks 

systematically but be selective and try to stick with market leaders HDFCBANK, KOTAK BANK, ICICIBANK, SBIN, AXISBANK. 

 

Bank Nifty Outlook  

Short Term Negative 
  
Medium Term Neutral 
  
Long Term Positive 

 

Bank Nifty Technical Data 

Monthly Closing  33425 

Monthly High  35958 
Monthly Low  32290 

Monthly Bias:    Negative 
Support Level: 32200 30200 

Resistance Level: 34800 35400 

Moving Averages 
50 DSMA  34523 
200 DSMA  36612 
200 WEEK MOVING AVG.  30241 

 

Banking Sector Performer 

Top Outperformer 
SBIN 

FEDRALBANK 

  

Top Underperformer 
BANDHANBANK 

INDUSINDBANK 

 

Bank Nifty Monthly Chart 
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